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Yee Style Camping 
               by Alice Yee 

 
  or almost half a century my husband 

Bob and I spent our summers roaming  
the Northwest, pulling our trailer, camping  
mostly in beautiful National Forests, usually quite  
isolated from civilization. Those days are long gone,  
but memories live forever: rushing mountain streams,  
cascading over rocky beds lined with huge unpruned  

picturesque cotton- 
wood trees that whistled in the 
wind. Nestled in a campsite 
with no one around, sur-
rounded by trees and close to 
a babbling brook, how easy 
for us to turn off the world. 
Let me tell you about one of 
our many experiences. We 
often took our trailer to the 
middle section of Rock Creek, 
Montana, and camped in a 
very primitive campground, 
which offered few amenities — 
like a hand pump that occa-
sionally worked and an out-
door privy! It was great fish-
ing, beautiful setting, and we 
loved the area — except when 
it rained! 
       One time it rained for 
three days; the rain came 
down in sheets with only an 
occasional break in the clouds. 
And the trailer began to leak! 
Not in one place but in several 
places throughout the entire 
roof. I placed pots and pans all 
over the bed in strategic 
places, as well as on the floor 
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until we could hardly move without stepping into a pan! 
Bob was always creative in emergencies! We had in our 

storage unit a huge tarp, which we hauled out and together 
threw it over the entire trailer. Then anchored it down with rocks 
on all the edges. We left just enough slack to squeeze out the 
door to go to the privy. That meant that the inside of the trailer 
was pitch black. We couldn’t see a thing except for our flash-
lights. We were like two moles in a hole! For three days we ven-
tured outside of our cave just long enough to pump water and 
to use the privy. It took imagination, creativity, and a strong rela-
tionship to survive the ordeal, but we made it and were still 
speaking to each other when the sun finally came out.  

The addendum to this story: At the end of the summer, we 
traded the trailer in for a trailer that had a warranty on its leak-
proof ceiling!  
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“Life is a thing of many stages and moving 

parts. What we do with ease at one time of life, 

we can hardly manage at another. What we 

could not fathom doing when we were young, 

we find great joy in when we are old. Like the 

seasons through which we move, life itself is a 

never-ending series of harvests, a different fruit 

for every time.” 
— SISTER JOAN D. CHITTISTER 

Alice and Bob 2001 
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In the Forest of Dreaming 
by Cynthia Bauman 

 
      fter completing coursework for a 

master’s degree in depth psychology, I 
embarked on a two-year study of bee-
keeping as a catalyst for building resil-
ience in the self as my thesis. Four years 
later, the work continued to alternately 
languish and percolate as life intervened.  

In January 2020 my committee 
chair announced she was retiring in the spring, so the pres-
sure to complete the work intensified. I developed a debilitat-
ing case of writer’s block (and perfected the art of distraction). 
There was just too much material! Feeling overwhelmed, I was 
unable to sort through the forest of material to distill four 
years of research into a single paper. I was unable to “see the 
trees for the forest.”  

Then I recalled a dream that sparked a new insight into 
how to break through the overwhelm and fear:  

I am standing in a vast green forest. I look up and see a 
woman sitting in a tree holding out a single green leaf. The 
woman offers the leaf to a gray squirrel, but the squirrel scampers 

off. The woman waits, leaf ex-
tended. Twice this happens. 
Then a small owl approaches 
and slowly extends its wing to 
accept the leaf from the 
woman.  
      This simple exchange be-
tween Woman and Owl 
deeply moved me with its 
beauty and significance. I 
wept in sorrow for past trans-
gressions against the forest 
(and all of creation). I wept 

with joy for the potential that the dream portends. This dream 
showed me a way to sort through the vast reams of research 
paper (leaves) and choose just one theme (leaf) on which to 
focus. I needed to remain patient, trusting my innate wisdom. 
From that posture, I felt grounded and aligned to accept the gift 
being offered to me by the Divine Feminine. From that dream, a 
single theme emerged, and I brought the work to completion.  

When invited to offer an essay on Forests in May, I 
inwardly chuckled at the perfect timing of the request. I had 
developed a daily practice of balancing the intense editing 
process with rejuvenating expansive hikes along our Pacific 
Northwest forest trails. The forest holds a tremendous 

“greening power” for me, what the twelfth-century mystic 
Hildegard of Bingen described as that “creative force inherent 
in all life which calls us forth to be fruitful vibrant co-creators 
with the Divine.” She believed this greening “moistens and 
cracks open the most hardened of hearts, calling forth 
compassion.” I hold a deep and abiding gratitude for the 
forest which remains constant and true to its nature amidst this 
current global disruption. I lean into the restorative and 
sustaining practice of walking the forest floor with my inner 
companion Hope, what Emily Dickinson describes as  

“That thing with feathers that perches in the 

soul and sings the tune without the words and 

never stops at all.”  

CYNTHIA BAUMAN moved from the mountains of Northern 
California to Bellingham, Washington, in July 2018 with her 
extremely patient and supportive husband of 31 years who is 
thrilled she finally graduated from Sonoma State with a mas-
ter’s degree in depth psychology. She previously practiced 
dreamwork with Jeremy Taylor. Her passion is exploring indi-
vidual and group dreams that inspire waking life toward health 
and wholeness.  
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      is the official newsletter 
      for Crones Counsel and 
      is published twice a year, 
January or February and July. When you attend a gather-
ing, you will receive the next two issues (one year’s 
worth). It is also on our website: www.cronescounsel.org 

Editor/Designer : mARTa Quest      

Editor/Reporter : Kianna Bader and 
           Julie Horst  
Contributors (this issue): Alice Yee,  
Sister Joan D. Chittister, Cynthia  
Bauman, Pat Alton, Maggie Dickson,  
Alexa Aho West, Susan Horst, Ann  
Kreilkamp, Kaya Kotzen, Kianna Bader. 

   THANK YOU! 
 

Forest Magic 1 
by Patricia Alton 

 

Dedicated to my Crones 

Counsel sisters … see you 

next time we meet! 
 
    he wise, old Crone walked 
slowly but steadily up the 
steep hill deep in the forest. 
She knew these mountains 
like the back of her hand, 
gnarled with time and wis-
dom deep in the veins. She 
loved the forest and the soli-
tude of being alone. The 
sound of the creek babbled 
cheerful songs to her as she 
walked over the bridge she 
had constructed many 

moons ago. When she was just a Maiden, her folks left town 
to homestead this piece of land passed down by her ances-
tors. She loved remembering those times when her folks were 
alive. Those were happy times when she ran loose like a wild 
thing in the woods, not a care in the world, from sunup to 
sundown. They did not worry about her, for they knew she 
was always safe, deep in the forest with the faerie folk watch-
ing over. There is magic in the forest and for the young and 
innocent, guardians always stand watch.  

The forest was the Crone’s sanctuary. She grew to love the 
tall, Live Oak tree deep in the glade and visited it often when 
the sun was just beginning to set and shadows danced on the 
leaves of the ancient tree. She named her wise old Oak 
“Grandmother” and while in meditation she would receive 
messages of healing rituals with herbs found in the forest. The 
Crone remembered the sweet smell of lavender of her own 
grandmother who would rock her gent-ly until she fell asleep, 
safe in her arms.  

The Crone never experienced childbirth but was called 
“Mother” by many of the mountain folk whose loved ones were 
saved by her skills during a difficult childbirth. The forest was 
abundant with the herbal medicine needed to bring a new life 
safely into the world. The days passed by joyfully as she gath-
ered the bright green 
leaves of Fenugreek, lo-
cated Black Cohosh by its 
intense smell, and enjoyed 
eating luscious red Rasp-
berries as she picked the 
leaves for tea to help pre-
pare anxious “soon to be 
mothers” for labor. 

Bringing new lives into 
the world was not her only 
gift, as her gentle ways 
helping people cross over 
the threshold into eternity 
earned her the honor of 
Death Doula. Her presence at the end of their life with her sa-
cred chanting eased people so that they experienced the ac-
tual joy of freedom that comes with death .  

The glow of soft light from her cabin beckoned her home 
as she returned once again to the safe haven she treasured. As 
the full Harvest Moon rose, she rocked in her favorite chair and 

reflected on her 
life. She was 
grateful for it 
all, her beloved 
parents who 
raised her to 
honor and be 
at one with 
Mother Nature, 
the simple ways 
of mountain life, 
“Grandmother” 
Oak and her 
Forest Magic. 
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By Maggie Dickson 
 
   une 1, 2020 
      It’s a foggy, drippy, dark morning as 
I walk, weeping, into the coastal red-
wood forest near my home. And all the 
trees are crying. “Why?, I ask. “For you. 
For the world of humans. We can feel 
how sad you are.” Who knew the trees 
could cry for us, have empathy? How 

could they know about my sadness, my tears and fears, my an-
ger, my uncertainty, my struggle for hope during this crisis? This 
time of COVID-19. This time of protests and marches. This time in 
history of societal pain and change. 

I learned in the wonderful book, "The Overstory" by Richard 
Powers, that trees can communicate with each other, even when 
they are miles apart. I feel so strongly on this forest walk that they 
are communicating with me. They are teaching me. I must listen. I 
must learn. And sometimes we must cry together. I MUST LISTEN.  

Journaling and Journeying with Trees 

J 

PAINTINGS BY MAGGIE DICKSON 

 
June 3, 2020  

I’m back in this forest of madrone, tan oak, and the majes-
tic redwoods that is preserved as a California state park. Today 
I’m on my bicycle, riding up an old logging road. It’s a sunny, 
sparkling, early summer morning. Today the trees are spar-
kling also. Shimmering, dancing. I LISTEN. They say to me, “Life 
contains so much joy, as well as sorrow and confusion. Re-
member that.” They remind of the fundamental goodness of 
my sister and brother humans. They remind me of the beauti-
ful diversity of our planet.  A diverse forest is a healthy forest. 
And appreciation of human diversity will save us. ALL LIVES 
MATTER.  

So I drink my coffee perched on a downed log in the for-
est. I rejoice. Gratitude overflows. 

At the same time I apologize to these sister trees. They 
give us so much: shelter (both shade and lumber for our 
homes), medicines, our very life as they replenish our dam-
aged air. I tell them I’m sorry for the irresponsible logging, for 
climate change, for the wanton destruction of the Amazon rain 
forests. I LISTEN. 

The forest emphasizes our interconnectiveness. Some-
times their roots join. Sometimes our roots join.  

 
June 7, 2020 

I sit on my sunny deck at home, watching the many trees 
that surround me, I’m counting at least fifty different kinds. I 
greet them all. I thank them. I LISTEN. 
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by Most Honored Elder Alice Yee 
 

NO alarm today, why should there be? 
No place to go, nothing to see! 
But my bod. knows when it’s time to get up 
So stretch those legs, get ready to sup! 
Hot water feels good on my creaky bones 
It changes the sound of my moans and groans. 
Then out to my balcony to greet the new day 
Not a soul is around; they’re waiting for May! 
Restrictions may lift; they’re dreaming, of 

course; 
If such should happen, they’ll be filled with   

remorse! 
So hello to the seals and a wave to the birds;  
I’m back inside to pick up the words 
Of our friend, Andrew Cuomo, who speaks 

every morn 
And really makes sense, not trumped up scorn! 
It’s time for breakfast; get ready to eat: 
A banana, some berries, and some kind of 

wheat. 
Now I’m ready for Zoom, the technical wonder 
For my exercise class — who cares if I blunder! 
Then CURRENT EVENTS with no time to 

think,  

I must do some reading,  
     or I’ll need a shrink! 
 

There’s the doorbell,  

     they’re bringing my      

     lunch. 

What’s on the menu?  

     I haven’t a hunch. 

Where’s my mask? It’s time to go out 

To walk off my meals. I don’t want to be stout. 

Two miles, a minimum every day, 

And more if there’s time; it’s my kind of play. 

Reading is crucial; afternoon is the time. 

Take the phone off the hook; my feeling is  

     sublime! 

Here comes dinner entirely too soon, 

I’m still full from my lunch at noon! 

But eat I must; such wonderful food; 

I can’t refuse; it would be so rude! 

I’ve not looked at emails nor called any friends; 

I’ve not done the washing or picked up loose 

ends. 

But I’m so busy in this locked down state, 

It’s a good thing I never have a date! 

I haven’t mentioned what I do at night 

When all traces of dinner are out of sight, 

I marvel at the sunset, as I relax in my chair, 

Utterly exhausted from this day of wear  

      and tear. 

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF YEE DURING THE PANDEMIC 
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From Climbing Trees  
to Forest Bathing 

by Alexa Aho West 
 
   hen I was a child, I lived in Oregon on 

an eight-acre farm in the Willamette Valley. I 
loved the Douglas Fir that lined our back 
yard. The cones have little mouse tails in 
them. The roots of the trees make dandy corrals for imaginary 
cows, pigs, and sheep. 

But the real trees, fir and oak, grew in the pasture that 
sprawled west toward the creek. They provided me and my 
girlfriend, Marilyn, many hours of pleasure as we looked for 
“clues” that told us the Indian tribe that we believed inhabited 
the woods was leaving us a message that only we could inter-
pret. We never saw the Indians, but we did see and shelter 
under the trees. My bummer lamb, Josephine, made up our 

intrepid trio. 
      A neighbor had given us Josephine 
when his ewe had triplets and she nursed 
only two. I bottle-fed her through her baby-
hood; she bonded to me. Josephine 
thought she was human or perhaps a dog. 
She would work her way out of the fence 
and join the dogs: Trixie, the Chihuahua, 

and Whitey, a large farm dog, under the backyard Douglas firs 
and announce any visitor arrivals with barking and baaing 
that had visitors look in amazement at the oddity of the dogs 
and lamb. 

In the summer we were free! Nature and 
trees were our friends. I learned to climb 
trees when I was five. I learned to climb on 
cherry trees; their branches were wide and 
relatively flexible. Besides, their branches 
held flowers and later Royal Anne and 
Lambert cherries. Our farm also had apple 
trees (good to climb), plum trees (good to 
climb), pear trees (not so good to climb 
over a sow with new piglets). 

Thirty years ago I heard the Japanese concept of Shinrin 
Yoku: The Art of Forest Bathing. This means taking the forest 
through the five senses. It suddenly made sense: that feeling 
in a forest when suddenly you are bathed with well-being! In 
1982, Japanese scientists ac-
tually measured the chemical 
changes in the human body 
after forest bathing. My favor-
ite place for forest bathing was 
in a coastal forest near Flor-
ence, Oregon, where each tree 
with moss sent down its greet-
ing in a rush of well- being! 

Now, at 77, I confine my 
forests to forest bathing or a 
forest of words! I love that 
memory banks are full of for-
ests of words although I fre-
quently have to pause for a tree 
(or word) that is familiar, but still 
elusive! 

W 

Alexa (6 ) and her younger sis-
ter Elaine (1). Not tree-climbing 
clothes! 

Magical Forests  
That Nourish Me Still 

by Susan Horst 
  he first magical forest I think of is the woods of southern-

Wyoming. I was not yet old enough to go to school when my 
mother, younger brother, and I went with my father to a job at 
a sawmill in Woods Landing, Wyoming. During the long week-

days, it rained often, was damp and chilly, 
and there was not much to do — no TV! One 
of the later Sundays we were there, the 
weather must have turned to Spring, and we 
decided to go for a walk in the woods. It was 
warm, sunny, quiet with the sawmill shut 

down for Sunday. There were no pathways, just pristine mead-

ows among the timber, un-
touched by humans. The wild-
flowers were in beautiful ar-
ray; the air was still, and the 
breeze felt soft on my skin. 
The sun was bright, and the 
yellows, whites, blues, and 
reds of the flowers seemed to 
glow, sprinkled as they were all through the trees and the 
scant spring-green grass. I’m sure our hike that day was not 
long, but it still feels like a never-ending dream to me and 
lights up my senses, just in the remembering, that day of walk-
ing among the wildflowers in the woods. 

My second magical forest is the tall sturdy pines of the 
Colorado mountains, where my grandparents lived, west of 

T 

MAGICAL FORESTS, continued on Page 11 
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By Ann Kreilkamp 
(see February issue of CroneTimes for Part I) 
 

ASTROLOGICAL CHART AND INTERPRETATION 

Note: If you are not familiar with astrology, don’t worry 
about it. Just follow along as I uncover how the original signa-
ture of CC has revealed itself through time. 

First, note that the CC chart has an early Taurus Ascen-
dant. Taurus is the strongest and most earthy earth sign, very 
grounded. However, transit Uranus, which has a cycle of 84 
years, conjuncted this 1° Taurus position for the first and only 

time in March 2019, and made a brief appearance again in 
January–February 2020. Which means, volatile Uranus has 
already upset the CC applecart. But that’s not all.  

In fact, by far the strongest and most important placement 
in this chart is natal Uranus conjunct Neptune, in Capricorn, at 
the Midheaven. The rare and long-lasting potency of the 
Crones Counsel is largely due to this rare, generational and 
cultural Uranus/Neptune signature in the zeitgeist operating at 

the birth of this organization . From October 
14, 1993 on, the import of this signature 
has been gradually revealing itself 
throughout the first cycle of Saturn, which 
will complete between April 2022 and 
January 2023. During this time period Sat-
urn will finally return to its own natal 
place, crossing back and forth over the 
23°46 Aquarius position it occupied at the 
CC birth.  
       Meanwhile, however, it turns out that 
this archetypal Saturn function has already 
been occluded by what is occurring NOW 
in the zeitgeist, 2020: for this entire year, 
transits of Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto are all 
focused on the rare and unusual potency 
of the Capricorn Uranus/Neptune place-
ment in the original CC chart!  
       Clues: Unusually extreme political 
polarization (love Trump or hate Trump, no 
middle ground); failed Impeachment; fear-
ful pandemic and massive economic dis-
ruption and various institutional failures; 
furious BLM protests with violent riots; 
gradual, but still muted revelation of “deep 
state” players and their evil deeds, includ-
ing pedophilia, child trafficking, and sa-
tanic ritual abuse — and who knows what 
more corruption and pandemonium we 
will endure in the remaining months lead-
ing up to when, seemingly by divine de-
sign, on the Winter Solstice 2020, Jupiter 
and Saturn will just happen to join   to-
gether (something they do only every     
35 years) precisely on the date when they 
both leave Capricorn, at 0° Aquarius!  

Between now and then, expect ever stronger, more     
extreme “events” which presage the ongoing Saturn/Pluto  

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING 

Contemplation of the Origins of Crones Counsel: Part 2 
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collapse and/or complete reconfiguration initiated this year, 
2020, of traditional civilizational structures and practices that 
have long governed all the world’s peoples. 

In other words, it’s no surprise the 28th annual CC was 
cancelled. So were most scheduled public events for this entire 
year! What interests me is how the original Uranus/Neptune in 
Capricorn dominant focus at 18° Capricorn in the 1993 
“charter” of the CC both echoes and predicts the kinds of mas-
sive, systemic structural changes that are needed for civiliza-
tion to even begin to rise up and move forward again in a 
more Aquarian manner in 2021. 

Rather than the formal, goal-oriented, hierarchical, top-
down, tradition-oriented, bureaucratic structures of Capricorn, 
we shall begin to get a taste in 2021 of what is coming: 
Aquarius: informal, experimental, horizontal cooperative net-
works among fully expressive individuals who view and treat 
each other as equals. 

(Saturn is in early Aquarius for a few months this year. For 
an early, and childish experiment in Aquarian cooperation, 
consider the CHAZ, in Seattle, a self-declared nation state that 
resembles Lord of the Flies more and more every day it contin-
ues.) 

That Uranus was part of the original CC signature with 
Neptune itself heralds the experimental Aquarian (we are all 
equals) flavor of the CC, since Uranus rules Aquarius. That Ura-
nus was in Capricorn during the inception of CC set up the 
original frisson between letting it all happen in an open-
source manner (Aquarius) and making sure everything goes 
according to schedule (Capricorn). The frisson between these 
two approaches has shown up all along in the Motherboard’s 
continuing (Aquarian) experiments with just how open 
(Aquarius) or closed (Capricorn), trusting the moment or thor-
oughly planned, to make each Counsel. 

That Neptune was part of the original signature with Ura-
nus already heralds the fact, obvious to all of us, that the at-
mosphere of the Counsels from the very first one in Jackson 
Hole has been by design (Capricorn) uplifting, visionary, even 
spiritual (Neptune) — something very hard to accomplish in the 
decidedly materialistic sign of Capricorn. So again, frisson be-
tween the planet and the sign. 

The original Uranus/Neptune conjunction, uniting unpre-
dictable, pattern-breaking Uranus and visionary, idealistic Nep-
tune, both in the sign of Capricorn, were magnified to high 
relief beginning in January of 2020, when Saturn and Pluto 
both reached this original conjunction of the CC chart, joined 
by Jupiter soon thereafter. 

Moreover, it’s not just the Uranus/Neptune conjunction in 

the original chart, which is significant; also of crucial impor-
tance is the fact that this conjunction was also square (90° 
away from) natal Sun and Jupiter at 21–24° Libra. 

But before we look more closely at the Sun/Jupiter con-
nection, let’s focus on the Uranus/Neptune conjunction one 
more time, since it is so very crucial to understanding the ener-
getic mission of the CC.  

Uranus (84-year cycle) met up with Neptune (165-year 
cycle) in Capricorn during 1992 and 1993, exact during the 
month of October 1993, for the first time in 168 years. Further-
more, at 7 pm on October 14, when the CC was officially born, 
this exact Uranus/Neptune conjunction happened to sit close 
to the Capricorn Midheaven, or path, of the CC chart! Bingo!  

URANUS: unpredictable, unique, individualistic, creative, 
radical, exceptional, zany, beyond “normal” (can shade into 
weird, outlandish, anti-social) unites with NEPTUNE: dreamy, 
mystical, visionary, communion, empathy, compassion, uncon-
ditional love (can shade into deception, addiction, confusion) 
in the sign of Capricorn: form, structure, boundaries, organiza-
tion, goals, hard work, standardization, authority, rules, roles 
(can shade into restrictive, walled off, hierarchical, separative, 
disconnected, stuck). 

MIDHEAVEN: the public path, what the soul of the entity 
aspires to. (This point moves one degree every four minutes, 
which is why the precision of the Capricorn MIdheaven path’s 
close conjunction with the Uranus/Neptune duet feels so vi-
tally important. To summarize:  

Crones Counsel was born to introduce and incubate a 
radical (Uranus) unifying (Neptune) shocking transformation 
(Uranus) in the atmosphere (Neptune) of this — addicted, con-
fused, walled off, separative, disconnected, hierarchical, stuck 
— culture (Capricorn). 

The Uranus/Neptune conjunction at the Midheaven 
squares (90°) Sun, Jupiter and Moon, all conjunct in Libra. The 
Moon, notice, is waning, “old.” Hasn’t quite reached the New 
Moon phase. Translation: this work continues work from be-
fore, thus “old.” The waning Moon has been called the “crone 
moon.” 

SUN: the conscious heart of the chart, that which illumines 
everything else, conjuncts both expansive, generous, fortunate 
JUPITER and the emotionally sensitive, vulnerable MOON in 
the sign of Libra, signifying expansive, generous, fortunate one
-to-one relationships that invite intimacy, diplomacy, mirroring, 
equality, balance. 

These Libra planets reside in the 6th house of details, 
daily practices, routines, rituals.  

Putting this powerful set of (stressful) squares together: 
Uranus/Neptune/MC square Sun/Jupiter/Moon: The one-to-one 

CC CONTEMPLATION, PART 2, con’t. from Pg. 7 

CC CONTEMPLATION, PART 2, con’t. on Page 9 
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Libra mirroring we present to each other, in our rituals and 
practices, with our individuated, spiritual selves all operating 
as a group (Uranus/Neptune), FUELS our incubation of the 
transformation of the old, excessively structured, hierarchical, 
rule-bound, materialistic Capricorn culture. And, I would add, 
especially through our morning storytelling sessions, crone 
circles, and various sacred ceremonies, does that mirroring 
serve to ignite the regeneration of society.  

I spoke of storytelling and sacred ceremonies in the first 
part of this contemplation on the Origins of Crones Counsel. 

That first ceremony, to Honor the Crone, instantly ignited 
the combination of Uranian shock and Neptunian communion 
into this new culture we were birthing via an unusual set of 
instructions. I described this shocking and deeply spiritual 
Honor the Crone ceremony in the February 2020 issue of 
CroneTimes.  

 
Other placements in the birthchart 

Saturn in Aquarius in 11th house: Strict, disciplinary, karmic, 
goal-oriented Saturn, ruling Capricorn, has a 29 to 30-year   
cycle, which is why it will soon be important for this organization. 

Moreover, and this is also crucial to the flavor of this chart, 
and in fact, I would call it the “second engine,” plus the 
“shadow” of the CC chart: Mars, Mercury and Pluto all in Scor-
pio, in what could be termed a very wide conjunction, with two 
of them, Mercury and Pluto, squaring Saturn.  

MARS (assertive, courageous, aggressive), MERCURY 
(communication), and PLUTO (power over or power from 
within) all in deep, penetrating SCORPIO, which rules both 
Mars and Pluto, all in the 7th house of relationships. Transla-
tion: throughout the CC herstory, on the Mother Board, there 
have been times when individuals have attempted to seize 
power. That’s the “negative,” or less evolved way of utilizing 
Scorpio energy. “Positive” evolved Scorpio, however, in the 
Counsels themselves, has been consistently present:  

 
WOMEN WHO ATTEND THEIR FIRST CRONES COUNSEL 
FIND THEMSELVES CHANGED — EMPOWERED 

Time after time, women who attend their first Crones 
Counsel find themselves changed — empowered — by the ex-
perience. While women may enter the Counsel having ab-
sorbed the conditioning received from this anti-aging culture, 
i.e., living from the outside in (beset by visibly and invisibly 
aging faces and bodies that are largely invisible to others), by 
the time they walk out of their first Counsel these newly 
crowned Crones have undergone an alchemical transforma-
tion, reclaiming internally what has been missing in this sorry 
world: they are now living from the inside out, full of them-
selves, ready and willing to offer their newly emergent crone 

wisdom forged from a lifetime of experience and skills to this 
perpetually adolescent culture, which has been so desperately 
missing its elders and so, fears, ridicules, and attempts to post-
pone or disguise both old age and the deathing process. 

Meanwhile, at the very first Crones Counsel, the mostly 
hilarious, ribald (another Scorpio quality), even Baubo-esque 
tradition of what soon became known as Crone Follies was set 
in motion, for Saturday night. And yet, during the very first 
Counsel, that same vulnerable tone of intimacy and commun-
ion initiated by Shauna during Storytelling, on that final eve-
ning of the Counsel, was rendered even more profound. 

So let me back up now, and introduce my now deceased 
friend Ella Nelson Eagle, the person who had introduced me 
to Counsel founder Shauna Adix (or, I should say, she had 
shown Shauna her copy of the first Crone Chronicles, “Calling 
all Crones!” — and Shauna had then sent me her calling card, 
with this notation: Shauna Adix, CEO — Crones Empowering 
Others.)  

Ella had been diagnosed with breast cancer two years 
earlier, and after one year of attempting to heal naturally, had 
finally agreed to surgery and chemotherapy. Although she 
had only just completed her first round of chemotherapy, she 
was determined to attend the first Crones Counsel, and did so, 
arriving late, during our first evening’s community dinner.  

Ella strode in tall, skeletal, in ceremonial dress, her gor-
geously molded bald head held high, wig hanging casually 
from her belt. Giant earrings. All heads turned. “Buddhist 
monk?” asked a woman at my table. 

I was as stunned as anyone by her glorious appearance, 
and even more stunned when she told me that she wanted to 
present an Inanna/Persephone drama for the final evening’s 
event. 

Another excerpt from my initial article in Crone Chronicles, 
#18: “The Unveiling”: 

After the initial ribald hilarity, the quiet, introspective mood 
of one woman’s presentation had served as transition to the 
finale of this evening’s “entertainment” — the enactment of the 
myth of Innana by my friend Ella, whose bald head and skele-
tal presence had been an arresting feature throughout the 
conference. Ella looks and acts simultaneously very young and 
very old. She is female ET, whose shiny hairless skin stretches 
over bony structure to present the essence of spirit. Through-
out the conference we could not help but look furtively at her, 
trying not to stare . . . and here she was, stepping regally onto 
the little stage, daring us to look openly at her body, inciting 
both fear and fascination. 

In the myth, Inanna, the Queen of Heaven in the old God-
dess culture, descended into the underworld to meet her dark 
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sister, Erishkigal. She died, was hung upside down on a peg for 
three days, and then resurrected. On her way down Inanna 
passes through seven gates of initiation, gradually removing all 
that was valuable to her, beginning with her crown and jewelry, 
on to (in Ella’s case) her curly blonde wig, her cape and gown, 
piece by piece released, each one to the accompaniment of 

drum beats and low  
moans and groans from 
the audience. 
      Instantly the tone of 
the evening had shifted — 
into a deep and an-
guished solemnity. Like the 
audience during an old 
Greek drama, we moved 
through terrible suffering 
to joyous catharsis. It was 
as if in the re-enactment of 
this pre-Christian resurrec-
tion myth, we in the audi-
ence were mourning for 
our sisters, our mothers, 
our friends and ourselves, 
who have undergone this 
radical disease, its terrible 
scarring. 
      Can you imagine this? 
Can you imagine the proc-
ess we women had moved 
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through in only 48 hours to accept and fully embrace this sacred, 
intimate drama? Can you visualize Ella’s bald ethereal beauty, her 
courage in exposing her body to us, as she stalked slowly around 
the stage, nearly naked, her rubbery prosthetic breast held high in 
one hand for all to see? Ella became the lamb of our collective 
sacrifice, wearing only underpants and a scarf tied around her 
one remaining breast, exposing her scar on the left side. 

Inanna’s death at the hands of her dark sister was our 
own. In witnessing Ella’s own wrenching drama, we dropped 
our daily poses, and became one with our own death. 

Then Ella gradually arose from the floor, assumed new 
garments, including a huge, cone-shaped hat and scepter. As 
she was resurrected, so were we, drying our tears and singing, 
“We all come from the Goddess.” 

That re-enactment planted the Mars/Mercury/Pluto in Scor-
pio seed for the ever-deepening experience that has been our 
annual Crones Counsels ever since. 

 
NOW WHAT?  

Is there to be a second cycle of Saturn for Crones Coun-
sel? If so, how will we build the second cycle on the founda-
tion of the first cycle? We don’t want to repeat; that would “get 
old;” we are crones, here to help regenerate — both society 
and ourselves. How we might go about doing this, could be 
the focus of a third part to this Contemplation of the Origins of 
Crones Counsel. I invite others to join me in imagining the 
possibilities. Even better, would be for the current Mother 
Board to hold the discussion — may I join you in Zoom meet-
ups? — in which case I would be glad to serve as one who 
writes it up for CroneTimes. 
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branches would move and sway, pushed and pulled in a tug of 
war, in a dance of give and take with the wind. 

      The third forest is Muir Woods in California, 
where my husband Ron and I went walking the trails 
among the majestic redwoods. We saw a grove that 
was particularly stunning, and I felt a deeply spiritual 
impulse. Don’t be dramatic, I thought. Then I read 
the plaque that explained the U.N. had convened 
there for a special meeting, and I cried at the affir-
mation — it was indeed a holy place.  
      Farther down the trail, amid a deep mossy glen, 
we encountered a weathered wooden rail fence 
and were shocked to realize that it was covered with 
thousands of ladybugs. I had never heard of such a 
thing. The delight and surprise felt as if it was a spe-

cial gift, just for us. I wanted to show it to 
someone, but there was no one else 
near, so I took it into my heart, and use it 
to delight myself now and again. I have 
been in many forests, but these were 
three of the most magical. 

Fort Collins, at Seaman Reservoir. The huge pine trees          
that grew all around the lake and went marching up 
the hillsides surrounding their little house made a cer-
tain sound when the wind would blow through them. A 
whooshing, a whispering, a rustle, that seemed to me 
mystical, magical. Even now the thought of it consoles 
me, gives me a feeling of calm in the center of my be-
ing, and I can see in my mind’s eye just the way their 

MAGICAL FORESTS, continued from Page 6 

Like a grasshopper, mood shifts quickly, 
darkness falls to suddenly, 
sun becomes clouded over 
 
Struggling to find a way out or way in, 
I dig deeper. 
I sit with the angst of it all. 
I wonder when the struggle will pass, 
then when I finally give up the fight, 
there is no more struggle, 
just surrender. 
 
Empty, full 
sunshine, darkness 
its all the same, all bound up like waves 
that roll and ebb and flow 
Tell me, what wave will challenge me to 
ride it today? 

Tell Me 
By Kaya Kotzen,12-2-12 

Tell me 
what makes you empty 
Is it different from what makes you full? 
the dark night sky, the full moon, 
the fallen leaves that linger on the trees 
as the cold of winter sets in 
Which ones strike you, cause you to feel  
     your aloneness, 
leave you empty, fill you up, invite you in? 
Which ones do you embrace? 
Which ones create the joy in your heart      
     that makes your  
soul begin to sing its special song? 
Tell me how it works. 
There is no one way to do this. 
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This is a photo from Kianna Bader’s 2016 trip to Ireland.  
It is Sweeney Bridge in Donegal.  

Cliffside landscape on the coast of Ireland 
Orange and yellow sunset skies over grey seashore 
rocks and calmed ocean in Ireland.. 


